Across
1 Generous support and donations for good causes
8 The I in the DEI task force
9 Space
11 Refusal word
12 Like the early hours of the morning
14 Protection from harm- major concern in the selection of playground equipment
17 Smooth
19 Location word
21 Valley
22 One of the NRPA's pillars of community
23 Stringed instrument
25 One of NRPA's pillars of community
28 Put on an exhibit
31 Skilled
32 911 responder, abbr.
33 Reflecting light
34 Morning time

Down
1 Created a mural perhaps
2 Corporate abbreviation
3 Sky blue
4 Parched feeling
5 Managed
6 Tent equipment
7 U.S.C.G. rank
10 One or the other
12 One of NRPA's pillars of community
13 Compass direction
15 Website section, often- abbr.
16 Customized
18 Hospital for the military
19 A long way off
20 Exercise facility
22 Environmental watchdogs, abbr.
23 One of NRPA's pillars of community
24 Touring vehicle
25 Regulation
26 Give instruction to
27 Rose part
29 Mischievous kid
30 Longing